Effect of polyelectrolyte size on multilayer conformation and dynamics at different temperatures and salt concentrations.
Polyelectrolyte bilayers, which consist of poly-l-lysine (PLL) and hyaluronic acid (HA) were simulated with lipid membranes at different temperatures and ion concentrations. Starting with the sequential deposition of PLL and HA above the membrane surface, PLL and HA become completely mixed, leading to the formation of stable bilayers. PLL/HA bilayers are thicker at higher salt concentration because of weakened electrostatic interactions between PLLs and membrane lipids, in agreement with experiments. This salt effect decreases as PLL size increases. Also, bilayers become thinner at higher temperature because of the increased surface area of membrane. In particular, regardless of temperature and salt concentration, larger PLLs induce thicker bilayers, although larger PLLs have lower diffusivities than do smaller ones. Bilayers with larger PLLs show larger vacancy (more water) inside the bilayer, indicating that larger PLLs are less densely stacked on membrane surface than do smaller ones and thus form the thicker bilayer. These findings show the lower diffusivity of larger polyelectrolytes, which supports the experimental observation regarding the restricted diffusion of large polymers, and also imply the dependence of bilayer thickness on the polymer size.